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Anakin' s lightsaber form



in: Canon Articles, Articles to Expand, Lightsaber Combat Forms Edit Share You often use form five variant, but if you want to use Form Six against me, it would be more effective. ―Barriss Offee, for Ahsoka Tano [src] Form V, also known by the two basic disciplines Shien and Djem So, was the fifth
form of lightsaber combat used by members of the Jedi Order. The Djem So variant in the form of V was based on the defense of solid blocks and pararies, and then immediately countered strong counterattacks and ripostes, and was geared towards fighting with a lightsaber and lightsaber, although it
was still quite useful for deflection of the blaster. Anakin Skywalker was a well-known dj so user, both during his initial work as a Jedi and later when he later fell to the Sith. The Shien variant of form V allowed the use of an unconventional retrograde grip, which Ahsoka Tano was known for preferring and
using during battles. Description[edit | editing source] Form V was developed by Form III practitioners who saw the need for better offensive capabilities. These Jedi valued Sores' defensive techniques, but they looked for a form that better accounted for attacks. While Form IV went in the opposite
direction, focusing almost exclusively on attack, Shien's practitioners softened Form III's strong defensive maneuvers with increased emphasis on attack. Ahsoka Tano favored a variant of Shien's rear grip, whether he wielded one or two lightsabers. In the eyes of some Jedi, Form III wasted time and
energy, focusing solely on defense and simply waiting for the opportunity to attack. Form V maintained many of Sores' defensive techniques, but instead actively sought to create an opening to attack. Form has achieved this primarily by redirecting opponents' attacks back at them. This can range from
literally bouncing arrows back at the shooter or continuing to parry with a powerful counterattack. Shien's form variant, V. Shien, was the first to continue Soresu's journey in search of an effective fighting style in light of the continuous exposed ersties throughout the galaxy. Shiena's main goal in this
regard was to use a lightsaber to not only stop the blaster bolts, but to reflect them back to enemies firing at them, turning the enemy's blaster into a Jedi weapon. This technique proved so effective, and virtually all Jedi included it in their repertoire, regardless of their favorite form. The Djem So variant in
V form developed a few centuries later to solve the problem of form imperfections to fight opponents in melee combat. Djem So emphasized the defense against melee attacks, especially by enemies wielding lightsabers. However, the principles and approach were largely the same as Shien's, and the
maneuvers and techniques that differed were no different from the Djem So mark as a separate form. The majority of practitioners V practiced both Shien and Djem So So to remain prepared for any type of enemy, although practitioners could favor one over the other. FormA V was a fluid style.
Practitioners always had to be ready to jump into attack from a defensive position and return to protection when the pace ran out. While Shii-Cho and Ataru forced the situation and Soresu patiently waited for the opportunity, Shien and Djem So tried to control the pace of the battle, cleverly taking
advantage of all the circumstances that arose in their favor. Shien and Djem So in practice[edit | editing source] The Shien Form V Form V expert was a physically demanding style, urging the user to move quickly from a dedicated defensive posture to an all-out attack. The key to Shien's success was
attacking without warning when the enemy least expected it. Both strength and speed were required to immediately execute a block or pair with a powerful series of blows before enemies could prepare their own defenses. Form V included a series of maneuvers to close with the opponent wielding the
blaster. However, Atar's mobility was lacking. After being locked in a melee, djem So's fighter moved little except what footwork was required to put pressure on the enemy. Similarly, the protection of many enemies from blaster fire has greatly reduced mobility. Shien practitioners sometimes used a
distinctive retrograde grip considered obsolete during the Clone Wars. Proponents of this technique believed that this grip allowed the warrior to use his power. Others claimed that it was less effective in defensive maneuvers, which meant an approach as quite debatable among form masters V. [5]
Appearances[edit | edit source] Star Wars: Forces of Destiny — Ahsoka &amp; Padmé (Listed Only) Sources[edit | edit source] Notes and references[edit | edit] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. The reason Dooku was able to defeat Kenobi in rots was because
kenobi's wall of strength was missing, making it easier for the dooku to cut and rag kenobi doll. The reason he defeated the more inexperienced Kenobi on Geonosis was because Dooku specialized in form 2, Makashi, which was a precise duel-oriented form, most Jedi were not trained to fight, while
Anakin defeated Dooku in ROTS because while Makashi lacked strength, Djema So's form, Anakina relied on strength, which facilitated ploughing through Dooku's defense. The reason Anakin didn't beat Dooku on Geonosis was because at the time he specialized in the Shiena Djem So variant, a form of
fire-oriented blaster. However, Kenobi was not just a specialist in Sores, defensive form. He was advanced in Atar (a kinetic and acrobatic form of offense) and Shien, while he possessed some proficiency for Niman (a form containing details from all other previous forms) and Shii-Cho (the basic, simple
form all Padawans teach. Reason which he defeated Anamark at the very end of the ROTS, was that he fought not more difficult, as well as Anakin's arrogance and anger clouding his judgment and while Kenobi Soresu's simple and effective form allowed him to use his energy more efficiently, Anakin got
tired of using Djem So to the fullest extent. ShienDjem SoThe Way of the Krayt Dragon[1]The Perseverance Form[1] Jedi[3]Sith[2]Jensaarai[12]New Jedi Order[5] I prefer a more simple tactic. Master of understatement. –Anakin Skywalker and Obi-Wan Kenobi[src] Form V, also known for two basic
disciplines Shien and Djem So, as well as the Krayt Dragon Road or Form of Perseverance, was the fifth of seven forms recognized as canon by the last Jedi Council to fight with a lightsaber. It was developed by form III practitioners who felt that the defensively minded form unnecessarily extended the
time spent in combat, forcing their users to wait for the opportunity to strike rather than create their own holes. Form V of the fight was characterized by brute force attacks and defense, followed by counterattacks. Shien, considered a classic variant of the V form, was more proficiency in locking blaster
bolts than in the fight against the blade, while djem so was later developed and was specially designed for lightsaber combat. Both Shien and Djem So were designed to use their opponent's attack against them, as evidenced by Shien's focus on returning blaster bolts to their origins and Djem So's
insistence on immediate counterattacks. Although some Jedi believed that Form V encouraged aggression and domination, this sentiment did not stop many Jedi from practicing form. Form V was developed some time before the Great Sith War, which began in 3996 BBY, and was still used for millennia,
during the Jedi Civil War, New Sith Wars, Clone Wars and more. Like other forms of lightsaber, he saw application among both Sith and Jedi. Knowledge of the form survived the Great Jedi Purge initiated in 19 BBY and into the era of the New Jedi Order. Form V practices include Jedi Masters Aayla
Secura, Adi Gallia, Plo Koon and Luke Skywalker, Jedi Knights Anakin Skywalker and Qel-Droma Streets, and Sith's Dark Lord Darth Bane. Description[edit | edit source] You must question any discipline that has a deadly potential. However, if this serves to suppress violent opposition and preserve
peace, I believe that it is a discipline worth knowing. –Cin Drallig[src] Rachi Sitra, a Shien user, creates the Form V light barrier, also known as the Krayt Dragon Road, was created by form III champions who wanted a more offensive style because the defensive nature of Form III often led to long-term
combat - potentially dangerous for his practitioners. Form V has evolved into an accepted style, combining the defensive maneuvers of Form III with the more aggressive philosophy and tactics of Form II. Form V required a higher level of physical strength than other forms of lightsaber, due to the focus on
the total dominance of practicing opponents. physically demanding of all forms. [13] The form was developed with Atar at a time when the Jedi were increasingly being called upon to actively maintain peace. [14] Some Jedi, noting his dedication to domination and strength, felt that Form V encouraged an
inappropriate focus on controlling their attackers. Other Jedi, including Jedi Master Cin Drallig, were somewhat ambivalent about form. Nevertheless, supporters of Form V claimed that Form V was an effective and powerful tool for the Jedi Order. Form V had two different variations: Shien and Djem So,
[14] and most users preferred one or the other. [13] Shien[edit | edit source] It will be easier for you to bounce blaster fire with this form — and it will also protect you from critical impacts of your opponents. –Zez-Kai Ell[src] Jedi of the old Republic, who developed and applied a classic variant of form V,
which Shien called it the Form of Perseverance. Shien has been described as well suited to protect against blaster fire and enemy strikes without compromising his ability to carry out powerful counter-attacks. The style worked best when countering attacks by multiple enemies and was usually less
effective against one opponent. Shien existed at least as early as the Jedi Civil War,[3] which began in 3959 BBY. Focusing on fire-recoitering, Shien remembered that the Jedi often outnumbered their opponents and had to defend while maintaining offensive abilities. In addition, there was a variant of
Sith called Sith Shien, although it was not specified how this form might have differed from its Jedi counterpart. The Expert of the Shien variant in the form of V Shien was a high protective position, with a lightsaber handle held in a two-handed handle above the user's head and a blade tilted up and
behind the user. The dominant leg was stopped, allowing the use of powerful step strokes. Shien users were also proficiency in a maneuver called the Blade Barrier, which defended the user from blaster fire and redirected some of the incoming explosions. Shien Deflection is another technique known to
users of this variant of form V, allowing practitioners to simultaneously bounce fire from weapons and jump towards the enemy. However, Shien did not reload without his shortcomings – he was particularly weak against one opponent. Some users used Shien's inverted grip, an unconventional shiena
variety, where the welder held the handle of the lightsaber backwards, revealing the front. This handle allowed the user to perform long, sweeping strokes to take down several enemies at once, whipping the blade forward with a throwing blow movement. This variety was rarely seen and indeed, almost a
matter of controversy among the masters of the lightsaber. [18] Djem So[edit | edit source] Form V's Djem So variation is dedicated specifically to the lightsaber ―Cin Drallig[src] Dark Jedi using Djem So's Falling Avalanche attack was to create a group of Form III masters who felt Soresu was too passive.
It addressed the flaws of Form III, in which the Jedi Master could maintain a long-lasting defense, but was also unable to defeat a skilled opponent. Using a combination of blocks and parries, Djem So maintains the right defense bases against ranged and melee attacks. While soresu remained on the
defensive and counter-attacked only when necessary, or when the opponent's defense appeared openly, Djem So's practice was not so passive. Immediately after defending against the enemy, stylist Djem So attacked with his own attack, bringing out a strong blow to the opponent and trying to dominate
the duel. Djem So put a lot of emphasis on brute force and pure power, with wide, powerful strikes and pairs, after which he immediately counterattacked. [1] Unlike Sores or Atar, Djem Tak required the user not only to counter-attack, but also to press the attack, combining force-enhanced force with
powerful blade combinations to overpower and overwhelm the enemy's defenses. Djema So's sheer power, combined with physical strength and force perched in strength, was able to defeat Makashi, a form of lightsaber focused on duel, finesse and elegance when she was hired by a skilled practitioner.
Djem So's attack stance was to hold a lightsaber over his head, backwards and downwards at an angle of about forty-five degrees. Djem So's distinctive attack was called the Falling Avalanche,[9] a blow over a force that crashed into an enemy with exceptional force. Djem So also used a tactic known as
Fluid Riposte, which consisted of a smooth transition from attack pairing to counter-attack. While Shien's defeat was his weakness against one opponent,[3] Djem So was known for his lack of mobility. [17] Apps[edit | edit source] You will undoubtedly encounter many situations with multiple attackers. To
better protect yourself from blaster fire without compromising your offensive abilities, use the Shien form. –Kavar[src] A Rodian Jedi using Shien to deflect blaster fire at a battle droid Jedi of large posture often chose to use Form V, because it required less agility than other forms of lightsaber combat and
made use of their natural strength and reach advantages. For this reason, Sith Blademaster Kas'im advised Sith apprentice Bane to learn Djem So. Bane's impressive size and strength were used to complement the form; his attacks of strength were able to bounce opponents back only by the same
kinetic force, throwing them out of balance and leaving them vulnerable to further brute attacks and brute blows, which tried not only to penetrate into the defense of opponents, but also push them away and leave them back and leave them to counteract blows. However, Anakin Skywalker later said that
all Jedi could strengthen their strength by force and thus use Form V.[13] Jedi Padawan Anakin Skywalker initially hired Shien in his duel against Sith Lord Dooku on planet Geonosis, although he later used form IV, wielding two blades. When Dooku managed to destroy one of his weapons, Skywalker
was forced to return to his practice form V. [1] While his skills allowed him to hold on to Dooku, he was unable to defeat The Earl's elegant Blade of Form II and was defeated. [21] Many clashes in Clone Wars, both against mechanical opponents and wielding a Dark Jedi lightsaber, honed Skywalker's
abilities. During the last match against Dooku aboard the flagship Invisible Hand Separatist, Skywalker deceived the Sith with shien's opening posture and Ataru acrobatics, but returned to his preferred djem So strokes during the duel. The Sith Lord was barely able to reverse the Jedi Knight's blows and
was eventually burned when his own blade was forced to return to his shoulder. Using form V, Skywalker pushed Dooku away with powerful blows, enhanced by the use of rage in battle, until he finally disarmed and killed the Sith. After turning to the dark side at 19 BBY, Anakin Skywalker, now known as
Darth Vader, fought and was nearly killed by his former Jedi Master, Obi-Wan Kenobi, on the planet Mustafar. [17] Later, Vader applied a new variant of form V, even more focused on pure power, in serving the dark side and seeking to destroy the Jedi. His defeat at Mustafara and subsequent internment
in life-sustaining armor forced him to change his style to a new conglomerate and included form VII elements,[23][24] form IV, form III,[22] and Makashi in his fighting style. In the last duel, Vader re-used Form V on Death Star against his former champion , but instead of continuing the fight, Kenobi
sacrificed himself. Eventually, vader's same techniques against Kenobi were reflected and used against him by Vader's son, Luke Skywalker. Luke Skywalker was able to fight Darth Vader for a while training in Cloud City, Bespin. Eventually, not being able to resist Vader's aggressive barrage, Luke was
pushed back and disarmed, losing his hand. After the duel, he studied the lightsaber skills he found in a journal left to him by Obi-Wan Kenobi and developed his skills. Later, aboard the second Death Star, Luke was able to duel with Vader on an equal footing, reflecting Vader's Form V technique. When
Vader tried to mock Luke by suggesting that he would tempt Skywalker's sister to join the dark side, the tactic provoked jedi fury and in this state he was able to defeat the experienced Sith Lord. reacted to his father's aggressive use with his furious show V technique, battering Vader down before refusing
to continue fighting. More than a decade later, he said form V must have its aggression and willingness to dominate the balance with compassion. [13] Sometimes other weapons beyond standard lightsabers were effectively wielded by practitioners of Form V. For example, The Dark Lord Sith Darth Bane
wielded a curved lightsaber, a weapon traditionally associated with Form II. Bane noted that curved lightsabers fit your hand better, allowing for more power at no precision cost. They also slightly changed the angle of attack, which gave Bane a unique duel style. Other weapons wielded by practitioners of
Form V are lightsaber pikes, as shown by practitioner Shien Kazdan Paratus[26] and saber-toothed, as used by Jedi Master Zez-Kai Ell. [3] Practitioners[edit | source of editing] Peace with excellent firepower. –Jedi Maxim on Form V[src] Aayla Secura using djem so attack posture Until the Battle of
Yavin, Form V has existed for millennia. The Djem So Form V variant was developed some time before 4000 BBY,[27] and the Jedi Knight streets of Qel-Droma used the form during the Great Sith War. [7] Shien was practiced by Jedi Masters Kavar, Zez-Kai Ell, and Vrook Lamar during the Jedi Civil
War,[3] while Qel-Droma Street, which lived decades before the Civil War, favored Djem So. [7] Cold War-era Jedi Rojo Trace was also oriented towards Djem So, drawing on his knowledge during a brief clash with Sith Blademaster Shak'Weth. During New Sith Wars, Form V was mastered by Sith
Brotherhood of Darkness Blademaster Kas'im, who instructed many apprentices and acolytes to use it, including Darth Bane. On the Jedi side, Jedi Battlemaster Skarch Vaunk was also oriented in the form of V.[13] To the Clone Wars-era Jedi, The most famous practitioner of form V was Anakin
Skywalker, who mastered both variants of Form V. [17] In the waning years of the Old Republic, Jedi Padawans often studied every form from II to V.[14] During the invasion of Naboo, Obi-Wan Kenobi demonstrated a basic knowledge of Shien , using it in combination with a rare reverse handle to skillfully
bounce blaster bolts, overcoming Atar's weakness against blaster-wielding opponents because he had not yet learned Sores. Yoda was also a V-form practitioner because he mastered all forms of lightsaber combat. Later, during the clone wars, V's practitioners included Jedi Knights Khaat Qiyn,[29],
Aayla Secura,[8], Devan For'deschel (Djem So)[30] and Zelice Sturm,[31] Dark Jedi Garth Ezzar[32] and Sora Bulq, [3]] Jedi Masters Adi Adi Gallia,[4], Plo Koon,[6], Even Piell,[34], Luminara Unduli,[35], Kazdan Paratus (Shien),[26] and Cin Drallig,[36] and Padawans Ahsoka Tano , who liked to use
Shien's inverted grip,[10][37] and Jax Pavan. [38] Moreover, despite the insensitivity of the forces, the separatist General Grievous and IG-100 MagnaGuards learned form V from Count Dooku during the Clone Wars. Anakin Skywalker used Shiena v Makashi count Dooku After turning to the dark side
and joining the Sith, Vader continued to employ Form V.,[1] his secret disciple, Galen Marek, also knew the form, having been personally trained to use it by Vader. Vader's son, Luke Skywalker, learned form V, partly reflecting his father's fencing in the first duel, and the younger Skywalker eventually
defeated his father using form V during their second duel. When Luke Skywalker later founded the New Jedi Order, he and the Order learned seven forms of combat from The Jedi Path: A Manual for Students of the Force,[13] holocrons and recordings, especially the Great Holocron, which included a
recording of Cina Dralliga explaining the forms of the lightsaber. One of djem So's practicing form in the New Jedi Order was Jedi champion Kyle Katarn. [5] There were far fewer controversial horizontal, or reverse, varieties of Shien grip. During the Clone Wars, Jedi Master Adi Gallia[40][18] and
Padawan Ahsoka Tano were two of the few Jedi to actively practice it, although Master Gallia chose both grips for her aggressive hybrid mix of Shiena and Djema So during the Clone Wars. Ahsoki's master, Anakin Skywalker, even discouraged Tano from using it. Jedi Master Luminara Unduli
occasionally also used Form V with horizontal handle. Anzac Nikkos Tyris also practiced this style[41][18] and trained his followers in pre-death form. [43] [44] and apprentices Darth Vader, Galen Marek, Starkiller and the Dark Apprentice. Behind the scenes,[edit | edit source] Form V, along with the other
six classic saber forms, was invented by David West Reynolds and fencer Jack Stelen Bobo for the warring part of Star Wars Insider 62. Saber forms have been retconned to both the original trilogy and prequel to the movie trilogy through Attack of the Clones by assigning practitioners and use cases of
the mold to movie characters. Since then, numerous expanded sources of the universe, including the Jedi Academy Training Manual, The Clone Wars and Jedi vs. Sith: The Essential Guide to the Force campaign guide, have been developed on saber forms and Force users who hired them. Form V —
both Shien and Djem So — appears alongside other lightsaber forms in the Star Wars Galaxies video game as part of the movements and techniques used by Jedi characters. [45] [46] Form V also had a non-canonical appearance as part of Darth Vader's role in soulcalibur IV, which is part of Vader's
fighting style. Jedi Exile to learn form V from Kreia or Jedi Masters Kavar, Zez-Kai Ell or Vrook Lamar after returning from exile. To unlock the form, the player must select a class of characters geared to fight with a lightsaber, such as the Jedi Guardian or Jedi Sentinel. However, it is also possible for the
character player to choose the path of the Consular Jedi and learn the form of strength instead. Form V is the second form unlocked by a character focused on a lightsaber, and Exile learns it from Kreia or the second lost Jedi master, depending on whether the player has taken a clear or dark side path.
[3] Appearances[edit | edit source] Sources[edit | edit source] Notes and references[edit | edit source]]
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